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Going green:

Rising to the
Challenge of

Sustainability
L

Our connection to the environment has existed since the beginning of time,
and reaches far into the future. a It’s our source of life, nourishment, and natural
resources, as well as protection and recreation. a Along with this essential
connection comes the responsibility to sustain our planet for future generations. L

s a society, it’s clear that our understanding
of the impact our global economy, technology, and modern lifestyles have on the
planet is improving. Before 1970, there
were no restrictions on factories and the
toxins that might be released into the air or the waste that
made its way into our water.Then, Senator Gaylord Nelson,
founder of Earth Day, began a grass-roots movement to
protest the pollution generated by industry. This awareness
helped lead to the creation of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to regulate business
practices that harm the environment.
Over the past forty years, we’ve started
to take our responsibility more seriously.
The number of federal, state and local environmental regulations has grown exponentially,
and the collision repair industry has been affected by numerous
regulations regarding waste management, low VOC requirements, and reducing hazardous air pollutants.These regulations
have brought significant changes to the industry, but we
have always proven our adaptability and willingness to be
a positive force.

A

People, profits, planet
These days, as part of a worldwide effort to create sustainability, collision repair shops large and small are going beyond
simply complying with regulations. They are integrating
green initiatives into their business plans.
Traditionally, businesses have always been focused on
making a profit. Today, they are taking a new approach,
building sustainability for people, profits, and the planet into
their goals. It’s a way of doing business that goes beyond
simply following the rules, it’s being a good citizen
of the earth. This approach is called the “Triple
Bottom Line.”
Mike Shesterkin, Sustainability Officer,
AkzoNobel Car Refinishes Americas said,
“We can’t lose sight of the fact that businesses need to make a profit, but we also have
important responsibilities: being a part of our community,
engaging with people and developing their talents, and
preserving a quality of life that we can enjoy with our
families today and pass on to future generations.”
So, how do we deliver economic growth through a sustainable approach that also reduces our ecological footprint?
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Sustainability continued
“There’s no hard and fast road map,” said Shesterkin. “It’s
a journey, and at AkzoNobel, we work as partners with
our customers in finding a path that sustains the
requirements of people, planet, and profits.”

Save the planet, save money
In difficult economic times like these, going
green is a smart way to work. “The things
we do to help save money — turning off
the lights, conserving energy, using
materials more carefully and avoiding
waste — also help conserve natural
resources. Green is a natural, sensible
way to work, and because of the dual
benefits of saving money and saving the
environment, sustainable practices are
becoming a way of life,” said Gigi Walker,
president California Autobody Association
and owner,Walker’s Auto Body Fleet and Repair.
Consumers also expect businesses today to
be eco-friendly, and they are likely to seek out
“green” products, from household cleaners to
cars that run on hybrid fuels. According to a
Grail Research, 93 percent of customers feel
that a company’s “greenness” is at least somewhat important to their purchase decision.
Collision repair shop owners are finding
that’s true in our industry as well.
“My customers are pleased to learn that we
are using waterborne paint, recycling materials,
and trying to do everything we can to find
green ways to work,” said Mike Grant, owner
of Collex Collision Center in Shrewsbury,
New Jersey. His shop displays “green” literature
with information about water borne paints on
its counters, and the brochures are a good way
to start a conversation with customers about
being green.

■ Recycling cardboard, paper, and metal to help

keep waste out of landfills
■ Reducing energy usage by replacing light bulbs
with more energy efficient designs or putting
lights, thermostats and ovens on timers to lower
the eco-footprint and help save money.
■ Lowering water usage to help preserve
precious resources and reduce costs
■ Switching to waterborne paints, like
Autowave, to lower VOC emissions
and result in a safer workplace for
employees, the community, and
the environment.
Companies continue to look for
ways to develop products and practices
that are more eco-friendly. Researchers
at AkzoNobel are currently searching for
ways to take the small amount of waste that
results from using waterborne paints and make
it compostable.
“We’re working to do everything thing
My customers we can to lead the industry in making collision
a sustainable business,” said Shesterkin.
are pleased to repair
“AkzoNobel started in the industry as an
learn that we are innovator, and we continue to search for ecologically conscious solutions that are practical for
using waterborne our customers.”
“We’re ready to help our customers meet
paint, recycling their goals of becoming more environmentally
friendly, one step at a time,” Shesterkin said.
materials, and
For more information about sustainability
and your shop, contact us at 1-800-2SIKKENS.

trying to do
everything we
can to find green
ways to work.

Eco-friendly efforts add up
“Everyday actions add up and have a big impact,”Shesterkin
said, “Every business, no matter how small or large, can take
steps to make a difference.” He notes that in his travels around
the country, collision repair shops are making impressive
strides to work green by:
■ Installing solar panels to help reduce their dependence
on coal-fired plants for their energy needs
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Five EasyWays to Go Green
Eco-friendly initiatives can be good for your bottom line as well as the environment:

1.

Have an energy audit.
Examine how much you are spending on energy and where it’s being consumed, then
look for lower cost solutions or find ways to reduce your usage. Talk to your utility or visit
www.EnergyStar.gov for more information.

2.

Reduce, reuse, recycle.
Find other uses for supplies around the front office like binders, envelopes, mailing and
shipping materials.Take paper, glass, metals, and aluminum to your local recycling center.

3.

Get lean.
Learn more about process-centered business practices. Based on principles of working more
efficiently, reducing waste, and maximizing the value of your resources, it’s a common-sense
approach to working green.

4.

Share the ride.
Help employees set up carpools, or encourage walking or bike riding to work with incentives
like free lunches or by setting up a travel buddy system.

5.

Look into tax incentives.
Companies that take steps to go green may be eligible for tax credits and deductions from
federal, state, and local governments.

Introducing FIT:
It’s a tradition at AkzoNobel to recognize leaders and innovators
who are working to make a difference in our industry and the world.
Those with Focus…Innovation…Talent. The FIT Sustainability
Award was created to promote the leadership role and unique
contributions that the collision repair industry is making to
generate a more sustainable future.We’re pleased to announce
the first recipients of this award in 2010:
n California Autobody Association, Sacramento, California
1 Park Place Bodywerks, Dallas,Texas.
Read on to learn more about their green initiatives.
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2010 AKZONOBEL FIT AWARDS

FIT Award Winner

California Autobody
Association
Sacramento, California

CAA Leads the Way
COLLISION REPAIR SHOPS IN CALIFORNIA have led the
way for the rest of country for years when it comes to the
environment. In the first state to mandate a switch to low
VOC waterborne paints, the California Autobody Association
(CAA) continues to set an example with its efforts to keep
shops eco-friendly and environmentally responsible.
“In California, green is a way of life and a way of doing
business that comes from the heart,” said Gigi Walker, president of the California Autobody Association and owner of
Walker’s Auto Body Fleet & Repair.“During these difficult
economic times, we’re finding that energy efficiency and
eco-friendly practices are also a way of reducing costs and
ensuring sustainability.”
CAA was recently named an Energy Star Partner by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in recognition of its
efforts. Through its green initiative, CAA and Energy Star
help participating shops to save money and demonstrate their

commitment to environmental protection through energy
efficient products and practices. Free resources are available,
including technical resource guides and materials, energy
tracking tools and training, and recognition.
The EPA estimates that CAA member shops will increase
their energy efficiency by 32% in 2010 over 2009, while
reducing their greenhouse gas emissions by 22 percent.
As a part of the initiative, CAA is reaching out to its member shops,offering an energy audit by GRC-Pirk Management
to achieve Certified Green Investment (CGI) qualifications.
Once certified, shops can display a poster featuring official
EPA, state, and municipal “green” seals to help increase awareness of the shop’s eco-friendly business practices.
CAA has also helped shops comply with the EPA’s National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)
Paint Stripping and Miscellaneous Surface Coating Operations
at Area Sources Rule, known as the “6H” or “Area Source”
Rule. These rules target hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) and
require shops to use HVLP spray guns, painter certification and
training, and 98% removal efficient filters on the exhaust of
spray booths and paint stations.
Through its free member assist program, shops were able
to work with GRC-Pirk to submit their initial notification
to the EPA by its January 2010 deadline.
“Ecological excellence for our members is our top priority, and we are working diligently to make sure our members
have the resources and support they need to achieve their
conservation goals and sustain the environment in California,”
said David McClune, Executive Director of the California
Autobody Association.
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FIT Award Winner

Park Place
Bodywerks
Dallas, Texas

Going Green as a Team
GOING GREEN IS ALL IN A DAY’S WORK at Park Place
Bodywerks in Dallas, a collision repair facility servicing ten
dealerships within a high end dealership group that represents
Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, Bentley, and Lexus, among others.
A few years ago, the dealership gathered a group of
employees representing different areas of the business to form
a ‘green team’ whose mission is to brainstorm and implement
ways to work in more environmentally friendly ways. The
team meets every month, and always comes up with new ideas
to share and implement.
“We are looking for ways to reduce, reuse and recycle,”
said Eric McKenzie, director of body shop operations. “Park
Place has a responsibility to be a good corporate citizen, and
we realize that even the smallest actions add up to have a
big impact.”
So far, Park Place has made some impressive strides:
• Preventing more than 236,304 plastic water bottles

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

from going to the landfills by switching to filtered
water at all locations. Previously, Park Place offered
customers and employees privately labeled plastic
water bottles printed with the personalized
“Park Place” logo. Now, the company offers
filtered water machines and paper cups.
Saving more than 206 trees each year in 2008 and
2009 by sending shredded documents to be recycled.
Recycled 140 tons of cardboard, paper and plastic.
Initiated a carpool and mass transit program to
reduce vehicle emissions. All employees are
encouraged to share rides to work or use buses and
subways when possible.
Replacing all incandescent bulbs with CFLs where
it makes sense.
Completing a company wide energy audit and
making significant reductions in energy consumption
as a result.
Working with energy providers to switch to an all
natural or mostly natural energy provider.
Building all new locations with LEED designations.

In addition to participating in these company-wide
initiatives, the collision repair shop is doing its part to work
‘green.’ With 66 employees, the shop has 87,000 square feet
and processes 500 cars a month in collision repairs.
The collision repair shop alone has recycled more than
130,000 lbs of metal in the last two years and 35 tons of cardboard, paper and plastic.
Recently, the Park Place group completed a full conversion to Autowave waterborne paint.“We decided to switch
before it was required in Texas, and we’ve been extremely
pleased with its performance,” said Eric.
“Most important, it’s the right move for the safety of our
employees and the environment. It’s part of a greener way to
do business.”
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2010

MOST
INFLUENTIAL

the

WOMEN
COLLISION REPAIR INDUSTRY
in the

Six remarkable women were selected as AkzoNobel’s Most Influential
Women in Collision Repair 2010, and this honor recognizes their leadership,
accomplishments, and continued dedication to our industry and to their
communities. From the shop floor to the courtroom, from the Motor City
to the mountains of Montana, you’ll find these women making a difference
in the collision repair industry with their everyday attention to detail, ability
to consider the big picture, and desire to work for the future. Join us to congratulate
these outstanding leaders.
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Erica Eversman
Chief Counsel
Vehicle Information Services, Inc.
Bath, Ohio

Knowledgeable Asset
TO ERICA EVERSMAN, KNOWLEDGE IS POWER, and she’s
helping empower the collision repair industry with information about its rights and obligations to the consumer.
The company she founded, Vehicle Information Services,
provides information to insurance companies, financial
institutions, government agencies and consumers on diminished value of automobiles.
As an attorney and consumer advocate, she’s a nationally
recognized expert on collision repair and the rights of the
insured and the collision repair professional.
“The collision repair industry needs to be fairly represented and to understand their rights and responsibilities as a
business,” Erica said. “When it comes to repair, they are the
experts and should be represented that way.”
Erica became intrigued with the issues facing repairers
while working with an auto dealer on a diminished value
claim. She realized the repairers were being unfairly represented
— lower values were inherent in the accident itself, not in the
repair, yet there were few laws in place to protect the collision
repair professional.

Since then, Erica has worked tirelessly to help increase
awareness of the situation and supports the development of
a professional collision repair code of ethics. She’s made
presentations to the National Association of Attorneys
General on the harm to consumer safety arising from insurer’s
interference in collision repair.Organizations representing many
facets of the automotive industry, from collision repairers to
insurers to legal associations, often invite her as a guest speaker.
Recognized as legal resource for attorneys around the
country who represent collision repair shops, Erica is frequently
contacted by publication editors and writers for her expert
viewpoint on repairer’s rights. She also maintains a small law
practice to represent cases in Ohio.
Her blog, AutoMuse, focuses on automotive legal and
consumer issues. Forbes.com named it one of the “Best of the
Web,”and its readership, which includes members of the U.S.
Supreme Court, agrees.
Erica’s quest for knowledge never stops: she’s currently
working toward a PhD in knowledge analysis, examining
how information should be evaluated to make certain researchers draw the right conclusions.
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Kimberly Hicks
President
MicroRim
Highland Park, Michigan

Chief Executive
LIKE MANY WOMEN WORKING IN THE AUTOMOTIVE
business, Kimberly Hicks grew up surrounded by it. A native
of Highland Park, Michigan, her father Howard Hicks
started Micro Platers over 60 years ago. Micro Paint followed
in 1980, and Micro Rim in 1990. Kimberly is now president
of Micro Rim. Together with her sister Tammy and two
brothers, John and Howard, they employ 110 people at two
plants, always insisting on quality, integrity and attention
to detail.
“As a child, my father was always willing to share his
wisdom and encouragement equally with his sons and daughters. He instilled in each of us a belief that we could do
whatever we set out to accomplish, as long as it’s done with
integrity and honesty,” Kimberly said.
Kimberly began her career with General Motors in the
product development and safety group, and worked there
during an important time for the company. She recalls
working on such high profile projects as the Pontiac Fiero, the
C/K pickup truck, and President Reagan’s limousine.
In 1991, Kimberly made the decision to join her three
siblings in the family business full-time. Micro is one of

Michigan’s largest suppliers of alternative collision repair parts,
new and reconditioned bumpers, and refinish supplies. It is
the only U.S. owned manufacturer of aftermarket replacement bumpers.
“We’re proud to say our customers are America’s leading
distributors and collision repair professionals,” said Kim. Micro
Rim supplies products for Keystone’s Platinum Plus line, and
participates in Certified Automotive Parts Association (CAPA)
certification and LKQ Corp.’s quality assurance programs.
Kim is an advocate in the aftermarket parts arena, serving
as a board member of the Automotive Body Parts Association,
Overseas Automotive Council, and other industry groups.
Currently, she is working diligently for the passage of the
“Access to Repair Parts Act,” a bill designed to help protect
motorists’ access to quality repair parts.
As a female in a male-dominated industry, Kim says it’s
become much easier over the years.“These days, women are
much more accepted in the industry and it’s very satisfying to
see women take their places in a variety of positions, whether
on the shop or factory floor, in sales positions, or in the
executive suites.”
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Linda Sommerhauser
Owner
Autobody Color Company, Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri

Color Guard
LINDA SOMMERHAUSER HAS GROWN PROFESSIONALLY
along with the collision repair industry, and now she wants to
help other young women find their place and succeed.
Linda started in the auto paint business as a ‘wagon peddler,’
taking turns driving a delivery van for her husband Dan. The
business world had lured her in, and she continued working at
Autobody Color Company while raising her family and earning a business marketing degree at Missouri Western.
In 1982, Dan and Linda Sommerhauser bought Autobody
Color from its previous owners. Since then, they’ve expanded
the business from one location to four, serving collision
repair shops in the Kansas City, Missouri area.
“The collision repair industry looks very different today
than it did in the seventies.We’ve grown as professionals and
as business people,” Linda notes. In addition to a wider range
of products, she says Autobody Color offers many more
services, including training, consulting and product knowledge,
than when she started.
She recalls many industry meetings in the early days when
she was the only woman, but she never let that hold her back
from being actively involved.

Linda and Dan were founding members of the Society of
Collision Repair Specialists, a national organization committed
to representing and educating collision repair professionals.
She is an active member of the MO-KAN chapter, and
Autobody Color sponsors a recognition night each year for
vocational schools to encourage good communications
between the schools and the industry.
As a member of the Women’s Industry Network, Linda
enjoys getting together with colleagues who share a common
bond. She believes an important goal of the organization is
reaching out to bring young people into the business.
Recently, she reached out to Herndon Career Center
to create a custom paint design and refinish a pedal car for
WIN. The car featured tri-stage pearl metallic paint and a
blue and yellow WIN logo. Linda delivered the car to NACE
where it became the showpiece of the WIN booth in 2009.
Linda has also been successful in instilling a love of the
business in her family: her daughter Marel Hardin works with
her, as well her sister, brother-in-law, and grandson. Linda’s
youngest daughter, Melissa Choiniere, works with her husband
at Color Systems, a wholesaler in Rhode Island.
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Marcy Tieger
Managing Director
Symphony Advisors, LLC
Irvine, California

Performance Consultant
AS MANAGING DIRECTOR OF SYMPHONY ADVISORS,
Marcy Tieger consults with collision repair shops, suppliers,
and insurance claims organizations to help improve their
performance. While the bottom line results are often measured by profits and productivity, Marcy says it’s working with
people to improve their interpersonal communication skills
that she enjoys the most.
“Being a consultant is like holding up a mirror to help
business owners see who they really are,” said Marcy. “Businesses reflect the strengths of the management team, and it’s
very rewarding to help bring out their best.”
Marcy began her professional career as a senior claims representative for a major insurer. While working in the insurance
industry, she earned her law degree.
As an attorney, Marcy specialized in insurance, labor and
employment, and business litigation. She also served as an
adjunct professor at Western State University, College of Law.
Today, Marcy applies her unique industry perspective as a
consultant. She lectures and provides training to various collision
and insurance industry groups on management development

and training issues. She has presented at NACE about
employment-related matters, understanding the rights and
obligations of shops, insurers and consumers in the repair
process, and leadership.
A frequent author, Marcy has contributed articles to
Collision Week, Autobody Repair News(ABRN), Auto Inc., Fender
Bender, and other publications on a variety of topics.
Marcy is a founding member of the Women’s Industry
Network (WIN) and currently serves on the WIN board.
“Women in collision repair are hungering for a way to connect, and it’s been a joy to see how this new organization
has helped women to make meaningful connections.”
She is also a trustee and officer of the Collision Industry
Foundation and a member of the Collision Industry Conference(CIC), Insurance Relations Committee.
Always ready for competition, Marcy loves the challenges
of distance cycling and running. She recently celebrated
a personal milestone by competing in a half-marathon and a
102-mile bike race.
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Beth Meckel
Body Shop Manager
Mile One Collision Center
Glen Burnie, Maryland

Relationship Manager
JUGGLING SCHEDULES AND SUPPLIES ARE ONE ASPECT
of managing a body shop, but Beth Meckel understands
that managing relationships skillfully is what it really takes to
be successful. She loves the collision repair business, and her
warmth and enthusiasm are contagious.
Beth started working in the collision repair industry as a
secretary at a shop in Maryland 27 years ago. When she decided
to apply for a position as an estimator, the manager made it
clear that while he valued her skills as a secretary, there was no
place for a woman on the technical side.
Undaunted, Beth applied for a job in another shop, where
she started as a secretary, moved up to estimator, and then
became a foreman over a nine year period.
Word spread about the talented young woman and she got
a call from Mile One Collision Center with an offer to take
an estimating job there. Mile One is a group of dealerships
with 10 collision repair centers. Don Czapla recognized Beth’s
management potential, and soon asked her to take on the
position of body shop manager in the Glen Burnie shop.
“Czapla believed in me before I believed in myself,” says
Beth.“He handed me a challenge, so I set out to earn the

respect of the other guys in the shop and build a good reputation for Mile One.”
His instinct was a good one: Beth’s people skills and
professional knowledge have helped the shop to grow its
business by fivefold since she became manager. She manages
twenty-nine employees who repair an average of 244 cars a
month and do over $5 million in business each year. Employees love her because she knows her stuff, and she’s not afraid
to jump in and do whatever it takes to get the job done.
Beth shares her experience by encouraging young students
to consider a career in collision repair. She serves as a craft
advisor at two area vo-tech schools, Center for Applied Technology (North and South), consulting about the curriculum,
and offering training programs in her shop. She’s hired several
of the students to work for Mile One. She’s also active in the
Maryland chapter of Skills USA, serving as a judge and segment leader for the state-wide competition.
“It’s very rewarding to watch these kids grow and develop
the skills they need to become technicians with promising
careers,” Beth says.“I tell them, you can do anything you want
if you put your mind to it.”
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Janet Chaney
Owner
Cave Creek Business Development
Stevensville, Montana

Industry Insider
WHILE HER OFFICE OVERLOOKING THE MOUNTAINS
in Stevensville, Montana, may seem remote, Janet Chaney
brings a wealth of connections in the collision repair industry
to her work as a consultant. She draws from a wide range of
experiences that have taken her from shop floors to executive
offices to state legislatures.
“My passion is helping shops to evolve with the times so
they can survive and thrive in today’s business environment,”
said Janet. Her consulting company, Cave Creek Business
Development, works with collision repair shops and related
industry organizations.
Janet knows the industry inside and out, as a manager,
advocate, and consultant. She grew up in her father’s shop in
downtown Portland, a highly respected business that she eventually owned and managed for a number of years.
From there, she took on an advocacy role as Executive
Director of the Oregon Autobody Craftsman Association.
Next, she was invited to join CARSTAR to help the
company’s franchisees on the West Coast develop their marketing and business development plans.

Janet briefly explored another career when she managed
an exclusive Western apparel shop in Arizona, but quickly
found herself drawn back to her roots in the collision repair
industry in a consulting capacity, working with a group of
shops in Phoenix, then with a manufacturer to introduce
waterborne paints in California.
These days, she’s on the road at least two weeks every
month working with her clients, including three state associations, a group of auto recyclers, and a number of collision
repair shops.
Currently, Janet is secretary of the National Auto Body
Council(NABC), an organization dedicated to improving the
image of the collision repair industry. She is co-chair of the
PRIDE award, given each year to recognize collision repair
shops who serve their communities and improve the lives
of others.
Janet knows a lot about giving back herself — she spent
eight months working as a catastophe adjuster helping those
affected by hurricanes Katrina, Ivan, Rita, and Wilma to rebuild
after their losses. She also worked with the NABC Collision
Industry Relief program assisting Gulf Coast hurricane victims.
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H I G H M U S E U M O F A R T, AT L A N TA

Photographs clockwise from top of page: 1948 Tucker Model 48 Torpedo;
guests of AkzoNobel tour the museum galleries; (inset) 1959 Chevrolet
Corvette Sting Ray; 1938–1939 Porsche Type 64 body shell replica.

EXCEPTIONAL ENGINEERING and beautiful design
take some automobiles beyond mere transportation. They are rolling sculptures, true works of art.

T HE A LLURE OF THE A UTOMOBILE , at the High
Museum of Art in Atlanta, is the first exhibition to
celebrate automotive design and to consider their
stylistic development. The exhibit, on view through
June 20, presents eighteen of the world’s rarest and
most brilliantly conceived cars from 1930 to the
mid-1960s, including masterpieces from Bugatti,
Dusenberg, Delage, Porsche, Mercedes-Benz,
Jaguar, and Ferrari.
The featured autos have also won awards at
prestigious world events such as the Pebble Beach
Concours d’Elegance, broken records on racetracks, and were previously owned by noted car
enthusiasts such as Hollywood legends Clark
Gable and Steve McQueen.
Colorful car stories abound: the 1959 Corvette
Stingray (inset) was designed in secret at GM after
the flamboyant and talented Bill Mitchell became
vice president of design. He compared its razor sharp
look to a pair of pants, saying: “Trousers don’t look
any damn good without a crease in them, you’ve got
to have an edge to accentuate the form.”
As a sponsor of the exhibit, AkzoNobel invites
you to marvel at these innovative designs from the
past that continue to inspire and intrigue.

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE HIGH MUSEUM EXHIBITION ‘THE ALLURE OF THE AUTOMOBILE’
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Page 16 photographs clockwise from top of page: 1961 Aston Martin DB4GT Zagato; 1935 Duesenberg JN Roadster;
1937 Hispano-Suiza H-6C Xenia Coupe; guests view a 1954 Dodge Firearrow III Concept Coupe.

Guest curator Ken Gross drew from his experience with an automobile
museum and keen interest in fine cars to develop the ‘Allure’ exhibition.
H I G H M U S E U M O F A R T, AT L A N TA

Page 17 photographs clockwise from top left: 1933 Pierce-Arrow Silver Arrow; High Museum gallery; 1959 Chevrolet
Corvette Sting Ray; 1937 Bugatti Type 57S Atalante; guests of AkzoNobel; 1954 Dodge Firearrow III Concept Coupe;
1961 Ferrari 250 GT Comp./61 Short-wheelbase Berlinetta (no. 14)
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Future
Repairability
THE

of

Mark White of Jaguar Land Rover on safety systems, structure, and predictions
By Darryl Simmons
Reprinted with permission from Collision Repair
THE FUTURE OF REPAIRABILITY IS A KEY CONCERN for
all stakeholders in the collision repair industry. Mark White,
chief technical specialist for body engineering at Jaguar Land
Rover Product Development, recently spoke about the subject at the International Bodyshop Industry Symposium. He
is in a unique position to know what the future of car design
will be and believes that generally, we are either overly
optimistic in terms of prediction or we are overly pessimistic.
It is rare that someone hits the mark exactly.
Regarding car body technology,White believes that the
trends in the next few years are going to split in three different segments: premium, executive, and volume.
“To put that into context, premium for me is the top end
of the market,”said White.“The Rolls Royce, the Jaguars, the
Ferraris, the Aston Martins, the Bentleys, Porsches, etc. Executive would be BMWs, Audis, Lexus, etc.Volume clearly is
Volkswagen, Fiat and the other large producers.”

and Ferrari Enzo occupy the very top end, but they tend to
be specialized.
“The main reasons premium vehicle manufacturers
choose aluminum is that it is very light, so you can save a lot
of weight. It is relatively close to steel in terms of initial manufacture and understanding of what you need to do in the
repair shops to fix the car should the customer have an accident,” said White.
Next is the executive market.Typically, what we see here
is targeted weight saving. A good example of this is the
BMW 5 series, with its all aluminum front end.
BMW is very focused on getting the correct handling
balance with 50/50 weight distribution, so they put a lot of
their weight saving technology in the front end of the car,”
said White. “The Audi TT is similar, because it is based on a
shared VW/Audi platform. They have made the whole car
aluminum right up to the heel board, so all the back end is
steel and the front end is aluminum.Audi has put a mixture
of aluminium and steel closures on the car, again, to get a balanced weight distribution, all the front end, the hood and the
fenders are aluminum, the doors and the tailgate are steel.”

Transitioning to aluminum
As White pointed out, the premium market is already largely
aluminum or a combination of materials, at least in European
vehicle manufacture. Composite cars like the Porsche GT

More lightweight metals
Over the years, we have seen more and more lightweight
metals coming into both the premium and the executive
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Regarding car body technology, White believes that the trends
in the next few years are going to split in three different segments:
premium, executive, and volume.
segments. Magnesium and lightweight
composites are also showing increased
use, typically in cross car beams and
front-end modules that bolt on to
the body.
This is to be expected.What is not
expected, however, is that we have
begun to see the same trends in the
volume segment of the marketplace.
“Volkswagen is a good example of
technology use in this segment,” said
White. “First of all VW started with
high strength steels; the reason high
strength steels have been the focus is
it is a fairly easy transition from making a mild steel spot welded car to
making a high strength steel largely
spot welded car. However, once you
start running into DP steels and Boron
steels, you really start to have to look
at your joining technology.The Volkswagen Passat has, for example, about
16 percent of the structure in Boron
steel and this had a significant impact
on the repair industry. Anyone who’s
had to repair either a Passat or equivalent car with Boron steel would
realize you can’t just use your existing
spot welding equipment and make a
satisfactory repair.”

Preparing repairers
for new models
White offers collision repairers some
good news: the car industry as a whole
is starting to become more conscious

about putting technology into the
marketplace without putting the
information into the hands of repairers. This is extremely important now,
and will likely become even more
important as the volume car market
continues to advance technologically.
Another new technology White
discussed was the super-light car
concept, which we may see in the
next generation Volkswagen Golf. It
will be a truly radical change in volume car manufacturing, with a large
number of the panels constructed out
of aluminum. Most of the box sections
will probably be high strength steel,
and there will very like be some magnesium and some composite panels
used in its construction.
“You can see if that hits the
streets, and we don’t tell you about it
in advance and prepare the shops. It
could be a significant change in terms
of the way you do your work,” said
White.“We need to make sure that we
prepare for that.”

Transitioning to aluminum
Europe has already seen a large transition from steel to aluminum on
closure panels. Currently 50 percent
of European cars have an aluminum
hood, and according to White that
trend is going to increase, for the very
simple reason that it greatly helps in
pedestrian impacts.

“The next trend in closures and
exterior panels is going to be roofs and
doors, so again something for the
shops to consider,” says White. “Doors
are fairly easy. Clearly if you put an
aluminum door on the car you can
just take it off and put a new one on,
but aluminum roofs will be a trend
that we will see more and more of.”
For example, the new BMW 7series has just been introduced with
an aluminum roof, and the Mitsubishi
Outlander has one as well. White
predicts those trends will increase in
the next few years. Repairs to roofs
aren’t exactly the bread-and-butter
of the collision repair industry, but it
does happen, so it is another technology and another kind of change that
the industry needs to be prepared for.

Dynamic safety systems
However,White believes that the next
big change on the horizon in vehicle
design is a move from passive safety
systems to dynamic safety systems. Cars
today are undoubtedly safer, with body
shells that are three to four times stiffer
than 20 years ago.When EuroNCAP
began testing cars, most of the vehicles
were getting a crash protection rating
of only one or two stars. Now it is very
rare that a European vehicle tested by
EuroNCAP gets less than five stars.
In fact, this has led the testing agency
to begin moving away from looking at
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“The whole world, if the scenarios
are correct, will be driving
electric cars by 2050…”
predominantly front occupant injury criteria. Instead, they are
also taking in consideration in a greater way how the car interacts with other users such as rear seat passengers and now
pedestrians.
White predicts that there may be a bit of a drop back of
scores on EuroNCAP, not because the cars are becoming
less safe, but because they will be judged on more stringent
criteria such as pedestrian safety.
“We have pretty much gone as far as we need to go in
terms of stiffness and strength of the body structure,” said
White. “Yes, we will have changes in materials, and yes, we
will have changes in joining technology. We will mix it up
depending on the volume, but largely the technology that
we see for bodies at the moment is already there in the
marketplace and it is just how much aluminum or how much
magnesium or how much high strength steel will go into
an individual car.”

“To put all this in context, clearly the vehicle safety systems are things that are really going to matter, but…we are
going to see really strong technology trends there too. The
first thing we are going to see is the growth of electronics in
the car,” says White. “By 2015 we are likely to have more
computing power in the car than you have in your head,
which is pretty significant.”
These advanced electronics will interact not only with
the person using the car, but the environment outside the
car as well.

Electric cars?
White also believes strongly in the future of the electric car.
“The whole world, if the scenarios are correct, will be driving
electric cars by 2050,” said White.“Now that’s again only a
prediction, that’s my opinion, but there are some strong
reasons why we may want to do that.”
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Collision mitigation systems
The real revolution is one that is already starting to happen.
In five to 10 years, we will likely be seeing less accidents,
because as White puts it, “Because the car will stop you doing
stupid things.We already have some of the technology in the
premium segment.”
Collision mitigation systems will likely become increasingly common, even in vehicles in the volume segment.
However, it isn’t just major collisions that will start to decrease.
The future will likely see an increase in systems that help avoid
minor collisions as well.
“We will have systems that not only park the car, they will
actually brake the car before you run into the car behind or
in front,” said White. “All of these features are coming to the
premium segment. We are driving cars in prototype form
now, or we already have the systems on one of the new cars
that are coming in the next few years.”
There’s been a push at the OEM level in recent years to
build pedestrian safety into automobiles. Expect to see more
and more pedestrian deployable hoods and pedestrian sensing
systems in cars.
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THE VEHICLES OF THE FUTURE WILL FEATURE
A HOST OF NEW SYSTEMS. HERE ARE JUST
A FEW YOU CAN EXPECT TO SEE.
cruise control
• Adaptive
This system uses forward-looking radar, installed behind the
grill, to detect the speed and distance of the vehicle ahead of it.

safety systems
• Pedestrian
Numerous ideas are in development (or in production) that will
make the cars of the future safer for people around them.

collision warning
• Forward
The day of the car-based radar system is almost here. Sensors
will alert you of impending impacts.

emergency brake assist
• Advanced
Should an impact become unavoidable, Advanced Emergency
Brake Assist (AEBA) function will trigger, enabling full ABS
braking to be achieved more quickly than a conventional
emergency brake assist system.

spot mirror
• Blind
Probably one of the most low-tech devices listed here, it will
serve as a bigger mirror, allowing you to see more.

headlamp dipping
• Automatic
Advanced sensors will automatically dip the headlights to
prevent dazzle.

aid
• Parking
Computers will help you park your car, leading to fewer fender
benders.

view camera
• RearAn active
system that will allow you to see behind the vehicle,
eliminating the “blind spot.”
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Collex Collision Experts Goes Green with Autowave
New Jersey shop becomes an early adopter of waterborne paints
COLLEX COLLISION EXPERTS DECIDED TO GO GREEN
— and Sapphire Blue, Yellow Blaze, Pearl White, Copper
Metallic, and Platinum Slate — all with Sikkens Autowave,
the waterborne paint system from AkzoNobel. Lower
volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions make the auto
refinish system safer for the environment and for employees.
Michael Grant, owner of the shop, says that switching to
the Autowave waterborne paint system was the right thing to
do for the community. “These days, going green is important
to everyone.Waterborne paint is safer for employees and for
the environment, and we are committed to doing our part.”
Founded in 1977, the family-owned auto body shop is
located in Shrewsbury, NJ. Grant says his team of enthusiastic,
qualified employees keeps the business strong through
referrals and strong relationships with insurance companies.
Grant is always interested in staying on top of the latest
practices in the collision repair industry, and he followed the
success stories of shops in California who had switched. All
shops in California were mandated to implement waterborne systems by the end of 2009, and shops in New Jersey
will be required to convert by the end of 2012.
An AkzoNobel customer for the past seven years, Grant
attended several meetings and seminars sponsored by the

company to learn about Autowave.
AkzoNobel first introduced waterborne
in Europe almost twenty years ago, and
the product is now used in thousands of
shops around the world.

Preparing to switch
Once he decided to switch, his AkzoNobel representative set
up weekly consultations for three months ahead of the
conversion to put the right systems in place for success.
To get ready for waterborne, Collex Collision Experts
invested almost $18,000 in new air systems and equipment for
its paint booths to help ensure a dust-free environment for spraying cars. New fans also improve air flow and help speed drying.
Heaters were installed in the storage room to help maintain
proper temperatures above freezing for the water-based paint.

An easy transition
Once a date was set for the switch, the paint room was
stocked with product and the color matching system was
installed. AkzoNobel sent two painters to work in the shop
and keep up with the shop’s production schedule while
Collex Collision Experts’ painters, Jim Coyle and Adam

All shops in California were
mandated to implement
waterborne systems by
the end of 2009, and shops in
New Jersey will be required
to convert by the end of 2012.
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The waterborne
“sprays
on easily.

Hepp, attended a two-day training
course at AkzoNobel’s Malvern, PA,
Collision Repair Instruction Center.
During the training session, Coyle
and Hepp learned how to mix and
spray the paint, and they were pleased
with what they saw.
“The waterborne sprays on easily.
Blending the paint is easier than with
traditional solvents, especially the
metallics,” said Coyle, a painter for over
thirty years. “And once the color dries,
it’s crisp and pure. I am glad we
switched to Autowave.”
Collex Collision Experts repairs
approximately 1,200 cars a year, and the
shop kept up with its numbers during
the transition period. In fact, Grant
plans to increase capacity to 1,500 cars
each year by streamlining shop procedures through AkzoNobel’s ProcessCentered Environment, and the move
to Autowave fits right into the plan.

More green ways to work
Besides switching to Autowave,Collex
Collision Experts is taking many other
actions to help protect the environment. To wash and detail customers’
cars, the shop invested in a water recycling system and uses non-phosphate
car wash soap.“Customers love how

their car looks when it leaves the shop,
and we feel good about how we do
it,” said Grant.
Grant has put environmentallyfriendly methods in place throughout
the shop, including triple-filter downdraft paint booths, high volume low
pressure (HVLP) paint guns for more
efficient paint application, Mixit Pro —
AkzoNobel’s computerized paint
measuring and color matching system
for less waste and superior color
matches, and energy efficient lighting.
The shop has found a recycling
program for practically every product
that can be reused, including cardboard,
sheet metal, batteries, antifreeze, paint
thinner, aluminum, plastic, and paper.
As the next green step, Grant is
planning to install solar panels to help
capture some of the energy needed to
run the shop from the sun.“Going
green is a way of doing business, and
we’re committed to doing everything
we can to help make a difference.”
Grant believes that being environmentally-friendly helps set Collex
Collision Experts apart from other
collision repair shops in the area. “It’s a
satisfying feeling to know we’re doing
something to help protect the environment for the future,”Grant said.

Blending the paint
is easier than with
traditional solvents,
especially the
metallics,” said
Coyle, a painter for
over thirty years.
“And once the color
dries, it’s crisp and
pure. I am glad we
switched to
Autowave.”
AkzoNobel eliminates lead
compounds, advances
sustainability
THE USE OF LEAD COMPOUNDS
has been successfully eliminated by
AkzoNobel Car Refinishes Americas
from all paint brand formulations
including Sikkens, Lesonal, U-Tech
and Wanda. This action follows the
earlier adoption of lead-free toner
formulations, which the company
has marketed for many years.
“AkzoNobel, as the world’s largest
coatings company, in recent years has
maintained a preemptive position on
the Dow Jones Sustainability Index
for our many efforts to create more
environmentally friendly products and
practices,” noted Tim Loden, Director
of Marketing for AkzoNobel Car
Refinishes Americas.“The effort to
remove lead compounds from our
products was a natural and appropriate
step that is in keeping with our corporate aspirations.”
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In the News

Noteworthy people, places and events

2010 Most Influential Women and
FIT Sustainability Businesses Honored
at the High Museum, Atlanta
IN A SETTING USUALLY RESERVED
for influential art, collision repair
industry leaders gathered to recognize
AkzoNobel’s Most Influential Women
in Collision Repair and FIT Sustainability awards recipients at the High
Museum of Art in Atlanta.
The museum’s modern elegance set the tone for the evening
hosted by AkzoNobel with a reception in the Wieland Pavilion,
followed by the awards program in the dramatic four-story atrium.
The awards ceremony marked the eleventh anniversary of
the Most Influential Women in Collision Repair. “In the spirit
of sustainability, AkzoNobel is proud to honor an exceptional
group of leaders who are working for the betterment of
our industry and our global communities,” said Tim Loden,
AkzoNobel Car Refinishes Americas Director of Marketing.
The six women honored were: Janet Chaney, Erica Eversman,
Kimberly Hicks, Beth Ann Meckel, Linda Sommerhauser, and
MarcyTieger.
AkzoNobel continued its awarding of a scholarship of
$25,000 in the name of the Most Influential Women to the
I-CAR Education Foundation. The funds will be used for
prospective female students pursuing a career in the collision
repair industry.
AkzoNobel also announced the first recipients of the FIT
Sustainability Award, Park Place Bodywerks of Dallas, Texas,
and the California Autobody Association, headquartered in
Sacramento, California.
“FIT” is an acronym for the three key measurement criteria
of the award: Focus, Innovation and Talent. This award, an
industry innovation of AkzoNobel, was created to promote the
leadership role and unique contributions that the collision repair
industry is making to generate a more sustainable future.
“The entities receiving the 2010 FIT award are different in
business scope and focus, but they share a common bond in their
aggressive pursuit to deliver sustainable, environmentally-focused
business solutions to the collision repair industry. They have
found innovative ways to meet the needs of the present without
compromising the needs of the future,” said Loden.
After the awards program, attendees to the invitation-only
affair enjoyed a private viewing of The Allure of the Automobile, a
special exhibit showcasing eighteen of the world’s finest cars
■
from the golden age of automobile design.

Most Influential Women 2010; L-R: Beth Meckel, Erica Eversman,
Linda Sommerhauser, Janet Chaney, Kim Hicks, and Marcy Tieger

Left: Dale Cushing and Dan Sommerhauser, Autobody Color Co.;
Right: Rick Tuuri, Solera, and Tim Loden, AkzoNobel

Gigi Walker addresses the group after receiving the FIT Award for
the California Autobody Association

A.B. Ghosh, AkzoNobel, Eric McKenzie, ParkPlace Bodywerks, and
Mike Shesterkin, AkzoNobel
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L-R: Frederica Carter,AkzoNobel and Marcy Tieger, Symphony Advisors; A.B. Ghosh, AkzoNobel General Manager Americas, with Gigi Walker, President
California Autobody Assoc.;Tim Loden, AkzoNobel Director of Marketing Americas; Geralynn Kottschade, Jerry's Body Shop and JohnYoswick, Image Output

L-R: After the awards program, attendees enjoyed a private viewing of classic automobiles; Frederica Carter, AkzoNobel and Erica Eversman,Vehicle
Information Systems; Linda Sommerhauser, Autobody Color Co. and Jeanne Silver, CARSTAR Mundelein

L-R: FIT Award winner Eric McKenzie, Park Place Bodywerks; Beth Meckel, MileOne Collision Centers, and Kristen Felder, CollisionHub;
Gloria Mann, Media Matters, Delores Richardson, AtPac Auto Parts, Kim Hicks, Micro Rim, and Tammy Packer, Micro Rim

Left: A group of Most Influential Women alumna pose with a 1954 Dodge Firearrow. In 1954, Betty Skelton set a speed record of 143.44 mph driving
this car while wearing a dress and high heels. Right: A.B. Ghosh, AkzoNobel General Manager Americas, with Randy Stabler, Pride Auto Body, and Tom
Moreland, AkzoNobel
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In the News

Noteworthy people, places and events

AkzoNobel and Henkel introduce
first pretreatment wipe solution
AKZONOBEL CAR REFINISHES AMERICAS
and Henkel Corporation have introduced the
first pretreatment wipe for the collision repair
industry. Henkel developed the Bonderite®
MetalPrep® chrome-free, dry-in-place technology, and is jointly marketing it with
AkzoNobel as AutoPrep® pretreatment wipes.
The new disposable wipes contain a
chrome-free corrosion-resistant metal pretreatment solution
that provides quick and easy repair. In addition, the wipes are
non-hazardous under normal disposal methods, therefore
minimizing waste disposal concerns.
The AutoPrep® disposable, pre-saturated wipes are packaged in a unique canister with a spring-loaded lid to ensure
the material remains moist. Previously, pretreatment solutions
were only available as liquids in metal containers that
included hazardous materials such as Chrome 6. This new,
disposable 9”x12.5” wipe format is an easier and sustainable
application method that will streamline repair process and
reduce waste disposal costs.
“Henkel strives to provide customers innovative and
sustainable products, such as the AutoPrep® pretreatment
wipes which we are jointly marketing with AkzoNobel,”
said Gino Mariani, Marketing Director, Metals Industries,
Henkel. “We are confident collision repair centers throughout North America will find this to be a valuable product,
with its easy application method and environmentally
responsible advantages.”

Worldwide approval for Sikkens and
Lesonal from General Motors
GENERAL MOTORS HAS APPROVED the use of
Sikkens and Lesonal products from AkzoNobel
Car Refinishes for the coming year for GM
warranty repair work around the globe. The approval renews
an existing relationship covering selected Sikkens and Lesonal systems and extends it to two new products in 2010:
Sikkens Autoclear Superior 250 for the California market
and Sikkens Colorbuild Plus, the second generation of the
colored primer system introduced by AkzoNobel.
“We have had a long and very valuable partnership with
GM,” said Chuck Mayne, AkzoNobel Car Refinishes Key
Account Manager for the Americas.“They know they can
depend on AkzoNobel for the highest quality products and

outstanding service, as well as leadership in technology and
sustainability.We look forward to continuing our cooperation
in the years to come.”

Third largest Chevrolet dealership
selects AkzoNobel
A KZO N OBEL CAR R EFINISHES AMERICAS has once
again advanced its relationship with General Motors and the
Chevrolet brand. Karl Chevrolet of Ankeny, Iowa, the thirdlargest Chevrolet dealership in the U.S. as well as the largest
Chevrolet dealership in the state of Iowa, has chosen
AkzoNobel as their preferred supplier.
In a move to expand their leadership role in the greater Des
Moines area, the Collision Center Manager, Larry Gilliam,
chose to proactively explore opportunities for providing more
sustainable business solutions. Following extensive supplier
reviews of waterborne paint offerings, the Sikkens Autowave
paint system was determined to provide the superior technology and support network.

More than 3 dozen families received
gift of transportation
COLLISION CENTERS ACROSS the United States and Canada
shared the gift of transportation with 37 deserving families
and members of their communities during the 11th annual
AkzoNobel Acoat selected® National Benevolence Program,
held December 8–15, 2009.
The Benevolence Program is a community service endeavor
sponsored by AkzoNobel and conducted by collision repair
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PCE courses receive certification thru
I-CAR Industry Training Alliance

centers that are members of the Sikkens Acoat selected program.
Its mission is to generate good will while improving and
promoting the image of the collision repair industry.Participating collision centers present refurbished cars to deserving
individuals or organizations during the holiday season.
“Since the program began, our total number of cars given
to deserving families exceeds 300,” noted North American
Services Manager Mike Sillay. “Despite, or perhaps because
of, the difficult economy, the Acoat selected Benevolence
Program has prevailed thanks to the generosity and concern
that our customers have for their communities. As always,
I am impressed by the spirit and enthusiasm that these
businesses exhibit to ensure that others can have a better
life. It is a true testament to the standards that they set for
their businesses.”

AKZONOBEL CAR REFINISHES AMERICAS has had training
approved for I-CAR points through the I-CAR Industry
Training Alliance for five courses related to its Process
Centered Environments (PCE) program.
An innovation in shop operational efficiency, PCE was
formally introduced in 2009. The launch of the learning
tools used in the program followed an extensive in-shop
development cycle. PCE stands apart from other “efficiency
programs” in that it brings practical, definable and measurable processes to improve efficiencies and processes specifically
within collision repair centers. Classes that have received
credit include:
• A Tourist Guide (Introduction to PCE)
• Tips for First Time Travelers (Preparing for a Process
Centered Environment)
• Avoid Excess Baggage (Implementing 5S)
• Upgrade to First Class (Principles of Continuous
Improvement)
• PCE Practical Boot Camp (In-shop learning series)
“Our PCE champion base is growing throughout North
America,” noted Mike Sillay, Services Manager for AkzoNobel
Car Refinishes Americas. “Certification of these courses
through the I-CAR Industry Training Alliance validates the
quality of the course content and the value that this series of
■
instruction is bringing to the collision repair industry.”

Call for Entries
Tommorrow’s Answers Today.

2011 Most Inﬂuential Women
in Collision Repair
for women who demonstrate outstanding leadership

2011 FIT Sustainability Award
for businesses and organizations leading eco-friendly initiatives
Please send your nominations for the 2011 awards by July 31 to
sbarnett@cenergy.com or visit www.akzonobelcarrefinishes.net
Most Influential Women

Autowave® – the natural choice
for efficiency

Our focus – your success
Want to become a greener bodyshop, but concerned about the impact on business? Now
there’s the Sikkens Eco-efficient system from AkzoNobel. This state-of-the-art range of waterborne and low VOC products enhances productivity and is environmentally responsible. What’s
more, we offer a wealth of expert advice and support to smooth your transition to greater
eco-efficiency. And that’s good for your business and for the environment.
Sikkens – people best at enabling bodyshop profitability

